
• Who is in the room?

• Please introduce yourself in the chat window:

– Your name

– Your position

– Your city/state

Welcome to our webinar:
Cooperative Learning Strategies for the CS Classroom
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We want to HEAR from you! Please choose the first 

option in the Audio Conference window (Dial-out) in order 

to communicate verbally. If unable to receive an incoming 

call, please choose one of the other options listed.
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American Institutes for Research.



Poll
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Moderator: Nicole Reitz-

Larsen

• High school teacher in 

SLC Utah (ECS, AP CSP)

• CS for All Teachers 

community ambassador

Panelist: Rebekah Lang

• Teaches AP CSP online 

for PA homeschoolers

• AP CSP reader

Our guests tonight
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Panelist: Blake Cook

• HS teacher in Millbrook, 

AL 

• Teaches ECS, AP CSP, 

AP CS A

• AP CSP reader

• AP CSP NMSI consultant 

Panelist: Ruth Farmery

• HS teacher in Cambridge, 

MA

• Teaches AP CSP, AP CS 

A, engineering, and  

robotics

• AP CSP reader

Our guests tonight
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Panelist: Jeff Gray

• Professor, Department of CS, University of AL

• PI with Fran Trees and Owen Astrachan on NSF project 

that infused cooperative learning with AP CSP

• Early AP CSP pilot

• Google CS4HS MOOC for CSP

• Code.org facilitator

• Software engineering researcher 

Our guests tonight
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Cooperative learning is all about engagement. It is a 

powerful, revolutionizing approach to the entire teaching and 

learning process. The structures carefully engineer student 

interaction to maximize cooperation, communication, and 

active engagement. It is NOT just about groups, but 

organized structures that facilitate engagement. The 

instructional strategies are designed to boost students’ 

confidence and retain their interest in classroom interaction.

What is cooperative learning? 
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• All write round robin

• Carousel feedback

• Fan-n-pick

• Find someone who

• Inside-outside circle

• Jot thoughts

• Match mine

• Mix-pair-share

• Numbered heads together

• One stray

• Pairs compare

• Quiz-quiz trade

• Rally coach

• Rally robin

• Rally table

• Round robin

• Round table

• Round table consensus

• Showdown

• Simultaneous round table

• Spend-a-buck

• Standup-handup-pairup

• Talking chips

• Team stand-n-share

Strategies for cooperative learning
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• Increases engagement for everyone

• Lowers anxiety

• Promotes natural language acquisition

• Develops fluency by side stepping the transfer gap

Benefits of cooperative learning
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“All students can learn to code!”

...but how?

~ Rebekah Lang

How I got involved with the cooperative 

learning project
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• Planning: Select a great debate topic
– Net neutrality

– "The Internet is for everyone" (thanks Vint Cerf!)

– Internet censorship

– Search engine optimization

– Data privacy

– Targeting advertising and uses of big data

– Sharing digital content /copyright protections

– The ”digital divide"

– Artificial intelligence and automation

Debate team carousel
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• Set up
– Write a debate prompt on the debate team carousel pages (and make 

sure there are four pages per Google doc and one doc per group). 

– Assign each cooperative learning group of four students to one Google 

Doc, containing four copies of the debate team carousel pages.

• Execution
– Each student starts on one of the pages, and then rotates through by 

moving to the next page on the shared doc and working in the next box,  

so it functions just like passing papers would in a classroom. 

– When time is up or students have finished, have the groups share their 

documents with the whole class (either sharing doc links or presenting 

aloud as time permits).

Debate team carousel
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• Tips/tricks for success
– Plan 45-60 minutes for your first carousel and 30 minutes later.

– Assign reading in advance and require students to quote/paraphrase the 

texts to make the debates more meaningful.

– Group students carefully.

– Set and display a timer for rotations.

– Remind students to keep their text within their single page.

– “Publish” the debate docs by sharing links or displaying them. You can 

later build onto the debates with new texts, perspectives, and news 

articles, to deepen understanding.

– Great for Explore PT prep, considering benefits and harmful effects of 

innovations on society/culture/economy.

Debate team carousel
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Class demo
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~ Ruth Farmery

How I got involved with the cooperative 

learning project
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• Planning
– This can be done with any topic.

– I generally use this strategy to review content for MC questions.  

– Decide if students get to make their own questions, or use questions 

given to them.

• Set up
– Give/create questions.

– Consider pairing up students for first exchange.

Quiz-quiz trade/Ask-ask exchange
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• Execution
– Each participant creates or is given an index card with a question, 

answer, hint. Raise hand. Find someone with hand raised. 

– Pair: Person1 asks Person 2 question. Person 2 answers. Person 1 gives 

hint, if necessary, or gives answer. Roles are switched. 

– When both questions have been answered, the two swap index cards 

and raise hand. Process continues until facilitator ends activity.

• Tips/tricks for success
– Arrange the room for free movement.

– You can have students write question ahead of time to check for errors or 

print if handwriting is a problem.

Quiz-quiz trade/Ask-ask exchange
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Class demo
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~ Blake Cook

How I got involved with the cooperative 

learning project



• Planning
– This can be done with any topic or concept where students are asked to 

develop an idea.

– I typically use this technique when I ask students to develop their own 

definitions for a term.

• Set up
– Have students pair up or pair students as you see fit. This can be done 

with a group of three, if necessary.

– Students should have some exposure to the topic prior to this activity that 

gives them an idea of what they are working with.

– Give students sticky notes to write their ideas.

Pairs compare
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• Execution
– Give students a prompt to come up with a definition for a topic.

– Allow students about two minutes to develop their definitions and write it 

on their sticky note.

– Then have the students share their definitions with their partners.

– Give the pairs an additional two minutes to develop a new definition that 

they agree on.

– Each pair will compare with another pair to develop a small group 

definition. 

– Small groups will then share their definitions with the whole group.

– As a class take key points from all groups to come up with a class 

definition.

Pairs compare
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• Tips/tricks for success
– Use this strategy as part of a larger activity. It gets students talking and 

engaged.

– You can flexible with the time, but stick to the time guidelines you set.

Pairs compare
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First, have students take about two minutes to develop their own 

definition of abstraction individually and write it on a sticky note. Then, 

with their shoulder partner, they will share with each other and develop a 

definition they can both agree upon and record it on another sticky note. 

This whole process should only take about five minutes and should be 

timed. Within the table group, each pair of students will then share the 

definition they have and develop a final definition of abstraction for their 

table and write it on a sticky note. Again, set a time limit for this part of 

the activity. Have a spokesperson from each table share their definition 

with the entire group. Give each table spokesperson one minute to share 

their definition. Finally, clear up any misconceptions or errors students 

have made and share your definition. 

Class demo: Lesson excerpt
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• How do you know what strategies work best with what 

types of activities?

• What preparation does one need to make to have their 

class successfully engage in the strategies?

Q & A
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~ Jeff Gray

How I got involved with the cooperative 

learning project
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• Four basic principles of cooperative learning that drive 

participation during student learning activities

– Positive Interdependence, Individual Accountability, Equal Participation, 

Simultaneous Integration

• Research has shown PIES promote diversity and 

engagement in classrooms

• Variations to support differentiated learning needs within 

a classroom

Kagan cooperative learning PIES
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• The classroom activity is organized so that all students 

work together to achieve a common goal.

• Each student feels like they are on a team working 

together, rather than competing for praise. It is a true 

team learning environment.

PIES: Positive interdependence
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• Each student is required to participate in the class in an 

accountable manner. No student can hide or be a “free 

rider” (counter to the “anyone, anyone” approach).

• Organize classroom tables into squares with four 

students, all facing each other.

PIES: Individual accountability
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• Students participate with equal time and input into the 

learning activity. It is not dominated by one student (as 

below).

• Equal participation results in active engagement of ALL 

students.

• It challenges “macho culture” for CS diversity 

environment.

PIES: Equal participation
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• Interaction occurs in each pair or team at the same time.

• A snapshot of the classroom would reveal a high degree 

of active engagement going on within each pair team.

PIES: Simultaneous Interaction
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143 teachers, 3 summers

2015: Dallas, TX (CSTA); Blue

2016: Golden, CO (CSPdWeek); 

Red

2017: Golden, CO (CSPdWeek); 

Yellow

21 Teachers from past cohorts

2018: Omaha, NE (CSTA)

National participation
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• Resources from the NSF CoopLearning and CSP Project
– Videos: A collection of cooperative learning lessons 

developed during the 2018 Cooperative Learning in CS 

Principles workshop held in Omaha, NE. This project was 

funded in part by NSF STEM-C Award #1441045. 

http://bit.ly/apcsp-cl-videos1

– Workbook: A collection of lesson plans and activities from 

teachers in the NSF project. http://bit.ly/apcsp-cl-book1

Resources and links
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http://bit.ly/apcsp-cl-videos1
http://bit.ly/apcsp-cl-book1


• Entrepreneurship + CS = Success webinar on April 23 at 

7:30pm ET

• Kiki and AR in the CS Classroom on May 9 at 7:30pm ET

Upcoming activities
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Membership is FREE! Sign up in order to:

• Connect with other CS teachers

• Participate in free webinars

• Access free resources

• Learn more about ECS and CSP curricula 

• Download the latest ECS assessments

https://csforallteachers.org/user/register

Are you a member of CS for All Teachers?
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https://csforallteachers.org/user/register


CS for All Teachers

Email: csforallteachers@air.org

Website: https://csforallteachers.org/ 

Twitter: @CSforAllTchrs
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